A1. Monosaccharides Structures

Simple sugars can be defined as polyhydroxy-aldehydes or ketones. Hence the simplest sugars contain at least three carbons. The most common are the aldo- and keto-trioses, tetroses, pentoses, and hexoses. The simplest 3C sugars are glyceraldehyde and dihydroxyacetone.

Glucose, an aldo-hexose, is a central sugar in metabolism. It and other 5 and 6C sugars can cyclize through intramolecular nucleophilic attack of one of the OH's on the carbonyl C of the aldehyde or ketone. Such intramolecular reactions occur if stable 5 or 6 member rings can form. The resulting rings are labeled furanose (5 member) or pyranose (6 member) based on their similarity to furan and pyran. On nucleophilic attack to form the ring, the carbonyl O becomes an OH which points either below the ring (a anomer) or above the ring (b anomer).

Figure: Sugar Ring Formation and Representations
Monosaccharides in solution exist as equilibrium mixtures of the straight and cyclic forms. In solution, glucose (Glc) is mostly in the pyranose form, fructose is 67% pyranose and 33% furanose, and ribose is 75% furanose and 25% pyranose. However, in polysaccharides, Glc is exclusively pyranose and fructose and ribose are furanoses.

Sugars can be drawn in the straight chain form as either Fisher projections or perspective structural formulas. In the Fisher projection, the vertical bonds point down into the plane of the paper. That's easy to visualize for 3C molecules, but more complicated for bigger molecules. For those draw a wedge and dash line drawing of the molecule. When determining the orientation of the OHs on each C, orient the wedge and dash drawing in your mind so that the C atoms adjacent to the one of interest are pointing down. Sighting towards the carbonyl C, if the OH is pointing to the right in the Fisher project, it should be pointing to the right in the wedge and dash drawing, as shown below for D-erythrose and D-glucose.

*Figure: Orienting OH groups in wedge and dashing drawings of simple straight chain sugars*
Cyclic forms can be drawn either as the Haworth projections, which shows the molecule as cyclic and planar with substituents above or below the ring) or the more plausible bent forms (showing Glc in the chair or boat conformations, for example). $\beta$-D-glucopyranose is the only aldohexose which can be drawn with all its bulky substituents (OH and CH$_2$OH) in equatorial positions, which probably accounts for its widespread prevalence in nature.

Haworth projections are more realistic than the Fisher projections, but you should be able to draw both structures. In general, if a substituent points to the right in the Fisher structure, it points down in the Haworth. If it points left, it points up. In general, the OH on the $\alpha$-anomer points down (ants down) while on the $\beta$-anomer it points up (butterflies up).
In the Haworth projections, the bulky R group of the next carbon after the carbon whose OH group engaged in a nucleophilic attach on the carbonyl carbon to form the ring O is pointed up if the OH engaged in the attach was on the right hand side in the straight chain Fisher diagram (as in α-D-glucopyranose above when the CH2OH group is up) but is pointed down if the OH engaged in the attach was on the left hand side in the straight chain Fisher diagram (as in α-D-galactofuranose above when the (CHOH)CH2OH group is down). The rest of the OH groups still follow the simple rule that if they are pointing to the right in the Fisher straight chain form, they point down in the Haworth form.

In the Haworth projections, the bulky R group of the next carbon after the carbon whose OH group engaged in a nucleophilic attach on the carbonyl carbon to form the ring O is pointed up if the OH engaged in the attach was on the right hand side in the straight chain Fisher diagram (as in α-D-glucopyranose above when the CH2OH group is up) but is pointed down if the OH engaged in the attach was on the left hand side in the straight chain Fisher diagram (as in α-D-galactofuranose above when the (CHOH)CH2OH group is down). The rest of the OH groups still follow the simple rule that if they are pointing to the right in the Fisher straight chain form, they point down in the Haworth form.

The most common monosaccharides (other than glyceraldehyde and dihydroxyacetone) which you need to know are shown below.
The mirror image of D-Glc is L-Glc. For common sugars, the prefix D and L refer to the center of asymmetry most remote from the aldehyde or ketone. By convention, all chiral centers are related to D- glyceraldehyde, so sugar isomers related to D-glyceraldehyde at their last asymmetric center are D sugars.
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